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THE OPERATOR (sgnx) d2 IS SIMILAR
TO A SELFADJOINT OPERATOR IN L2(R)
BRANKO CtURGUSAND BRANKO NAJMAN
(Communicatedby Palle E. T. Jorgensen)
ABSTRACT.
Krein space operator-theoreticmethods are used to prove that the
operator (sgn x)d is similar to a selfadjoint operator in the Hilbert space
L2(R) .

Let L be a symmetric ordinary differential expression. Spectral properties
of the operators associated with the weighted eigenvalue problem Lu = )wu
have been studied extensively. When w is positive, this problem leads to a
selfadjoint problem in the Hilbert space L2(w). In recent years there has been
considerable interest in the case when w changes sign; for a survey see [5]
and also [2]. In this case the problem may have nonreal and nonsemisimple
spectrum. Since the problem is symmetric with respect to an indefinite scalar
product, it is naturalto consider the problem in the associated Krein space. The
correspondingoperator can be studied using the spectraltheory of definitizable
selfadjoint operators in Krein spaces. For definitions and basic results of this
theory see [4].
Let (X, [*I*])
be a Krein space, A a definitizable operator in X, and E
the spectral function of A. Of particular interest are the so-called critical
points of A where its spectral properties are different from the spectral
propertiesof a selfadjoint operatorin Hilbert space. Definitizableoperatorsmay
have at most finitely many critical points. Significantlydifferentbehavior of the
spectral function occurs at singularcritical points in any neighborhoodof which
the spectral function is unbounded. The critical points which are not singular
are called regular. The simplest class of definitizable operators are positive operators with nonempty resolvent set: an operator A is positive if [Ax, x] > 0,
x E -'(A). The spectrum of a positive operator is real; only 0 may be a nonsemisimple eigenvalue;only 0 and x may be critical points. Moreover,if 0 and
x are not singularcritical points and if 0 is not an eigenvalue,then the operator
A is a selfadjoint operator in the Hilbert space (X, [(E(R+) - E(R_)) Ii);
see [4, Theorem 5.7].
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In this note we consider a model problem where Ly = -y" and w(x) =
sgnx . Even in this simple case it does not appear to be easy to obtain results
by classical methods. Our method extends to more general L and w .
Let % = L2(R) be the Krein space with the scalar product [fig] =
fRf(x)g(x) sgnx dx. The multiplication operator Jy = (sgnx)y is a fundamental symmetry on X. Let Ay = -(sgnx)y" for y E -(A) = H2(R).
Proposition 1. The operator A is a positive definitizableoperatorin X%.
Proof. We only have to prove that the resolvent set of A is nonempty. Since
B = JA is a closed operator,the operator A is closed. Therefore, it is sufficient
to prove that B - iJ is a bijection of H2(R) onto L2(R). Let g E L2(R) . The
boundary value problems
-y"(x) ? iy(x) = g(x),

x E RT, y(O)=0, y E L2(RT),
have unique solutions yF in H2(R) . Let Vt'(x) = exp(x(? 1 + i)) . Then
the general solution of the equation
-y"(x) ? iy(x) = g(x),
xERT, yEL2(RT),
is given by yT + cooV . Therefore, every solution z E H2(R) of the equation
-z" - i(sgnx)z = g
must satisfy

x ER,
y_(x) +c-_(x),
x E R+,
ly+(x) + c+V+(x),
for some complex numbers c_ and c+ . The continuity of z and z' at 0 yields
z(x)=

c

=

c

- y+(O)-yL

(0)

Consequently, B - iJ and, therefore, also A - iI are bijections of H2(R) onto
L2(R). Thus, iE p(A). [1
Proposition 2. The operator A has no eigenvalues. Its spectrumcoincides with
R. The only critical points of A are 0 and xo.
Proof. Denote by Us, a e R\{0}, the dilation operator: (Uaf)(x) = f(ax).
Then Ua is a bounded operator with the bounded inverse U11a. We have
= (sgn a)a2A. This implies that the spectrum of A is invariantunder
Uae AAUa
multiplication by real nonzero numbers. Since A is unbounded, its spectrum
is unbounded; see [4, Corollary 2 of Lemma 2.2]. Therefore, R\{0} c a(A).
Because 0 E a(B), it follows that 0 E a(A).
Since p(A) = A is a definitizing polynomial of A , Theorem 3.1(4) and Proposition 4.2 in [4] imply that 0 and x) are the only critical points of A. El
Let _1?= ?Z?(B) = H2(R) and R = R (B) = {y" : y E H2(R)}. Let S2o
be the space of all functions y E ' such that y(0) = y'(0) = 0, and put
= B2o. The following lemma is evident.
Lemma 3. The spaces 2o and Mo are invariant under the fundamental symmetry J.
Lemma 4. There exist positive bounded and boundedly invertibleoperators X
and T in the Hilbert space L2(R) such that XM c MO and T4 c 92 .
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Proof. We construct only the operator X. The construction of T is similar;
see [2, Lemma 3.2]. Let a, ] = 1, 2, 3, 4, be distinct positive real numbers.
Let j, ] = 1, 2, 3, 4, be the solution of the linear system
11 +

22+

+

a242+

aj

63+

a211 + a2~24+

4

Z

=

- 1,

a36+

a444

a 243

+ a244=_

1)

2 + a3 6 + -a1. =

a341 + a

Let

1,

44=

4

E

Uaj

4

Y=

Z = E ijaU/aj

j=1

j=1

ZE jaiUaj.
j=l

Since U,*= (l/a)U,/,1, we find that
4

Y=

ajZ

UoUij .

j=1

Here * denotes adjoint in the Hilbert space L2(R). As linear combinations of
bounded operators, the operators Z, Z1, Y, and Y* are bounded in L2(R) .
Note that YB = BZ and Y*B = BZ, on ?. Therefore,
(Y*Y + I)B = B(ZIZ + I) on S.
From the choice of Xj, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, it follows that
(Zu)(k)(0) = u(k)(0)

and

(ZIu)(k)(0) = -u(k)(0),

k = O, 1,

for all u E 1 . Therefore, (ZIZ + I)? c o0. Put X = Y*Y + I. Then
XM = XB?

= B(ZZ

+ I)-' c B?o0 =Mo.

Therefore, X has all the required properties. 0
Corollary5. Thereexist positive boundedand boundedlyinvertibleoperators W
and V in the Krein space K such that W? c
and VM c M.
=
=
Proof. Put W JT and V JX, and apply Lemmas 3 and 4. 0
Theorem6. The points 0 and x are regularcriticalpoints of A.
Proof. The regularityof the critical point oo follows from Corollary 5 and [3,
Theorem 2.1, (iii) = (i)]; see also [1, Theorem 3.9].
The operator A' is also a positive definitizableoperator. In order to prove
that 0 is regularcritical point of A it is sufficient to show that xc is a regular
critical point of A- I . The operator JA- IJ is a positive definitizableoperator,
similar to A'- . Corollary5 implies that VM (B) c R (B), which is equivalent
to V24(JA-IJ) c .2(JA-IJ) . By Corollary5 and [3, Theorem 2.1 (iii) =: (i)]
it follows that ox is a regularcritical point of JA'-J . 0
Corollary7. The operator A is similar to a selfadjoint operatorin the Hilbert
space L2(R).
Proof. As we mentioned at the beginning of this note, since 0 and oc are not
singular critical points of the operator A, it follows from [4, Theorem 5.7]
that A is selfadjoint in the Hilbert space (X,

[(E(R+) - E(R_)) * 1.]). Here
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=L2(R).

Since the operator J(E(R+)

-

E(R-))

is bounded and boundedly

invertible, the Hilbert spaces L2(R) and (X, [(E(R+) - E(R-)) * .]) have
equivalent norms. Therefore, the operator A is similar to a selfadjoint operator
in L2(R). El
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